
Regionalised Marine Spatial Planning



TOP DOWN:  Global Targets
“By 2020, conserve at least 10 per cent of coastal and 
marine areas, consistent with national and international law 
and based on the best available scientific information.” 



TOP DOWN:  Global Targets

https://www.cbd.int/doc/press/2017/pr-2017-06-05-mpa-pub-en.pdf

http://www.mpatlas.org/progress/promises/


TOP DOWN:  Global Targets

https://www.protectedplanet.net/marine

According to IUCN:

7.59% of global 
ocean is now 
covered by marine 
protected areas.

Dr. Fanny Douvere is coordinator of 
the Marine Programme at UNESCO's 
World Heritage Centre in Paris, 
France. Her mission is to ensure the 
49 marine sites on UNESCO's World 
Heritage List are conserved and 
sustainably managed.

http://www.mpatlas.org/progress/promises/


TOP DOWN:  Global Targets

https://www.protectedplanet.net/marine

http://www.mpatlas.org/progress/promises/

United 
States

A national system of MPAs with no set deadline

Currently includes 297 member sites

http://www.mpatlas.org/progress/promises/


TOP DOWN:  Criteria for Effectiveness

Representavity: viable MPA system requires establishing 
protections for all biological processes and structures

Adequacy: ensuring that sites are of effective size, 
shape and location to ensure viability of the species

Resilience: resistance of all parts of the system to 
natural disasters, such as a tsunamis or hurricanes

Connectivity: ensuring the linkage between individuals / 
populations / species in time and space



Global Conservation Priorities

(Brooks et al. 2006)

Review of 9 
approaches

Two Metrics:

“Irreplaceability”

“Vulnerability”



Global Conservation Priorities

Target High 
“Irreplaceability”:
Ensures targets 
will be met, 
maximizes 
outcome per 
investment

Target High 
“Vulnerability”: 
Protect imperiled 
ecosystems

Target Low 
“Vulnerability”: 
Protect more 
undamaged  
ecosystems 
proactively(Brooks et al. 2006)



REACTIVE –
prioritize 
vulnerability

PROACTIVE –
prioritize 
irreplaceability

Global Conservation Priorities

(Brooks et al. 2006)



Hot Areas for Marine Conservation
Aquatic systems feature poorly in existing conservation 
templates. Only one conservation prioritization
explicitly incorporates aquatic systems (coral reefs)

Most measurements of irreplaceability are species-based, 
raising concern that genetic / behavioral diversity may 
slip through the net of global conservation priorities

The ability of global conservation priority regions to 
capture diversity does not necessarily mean that they 
protect evolutionary process (e.g., ecotones)

Ecosystem services (e.g., climate, fisheries, diseases)  
is a new dimension important to assess in the context 
of global conservation prioritization concerns

(Brooks et al. 2006)



BOTTOM UP:  Data 

Provides Knowledge for Regionalisation / Prioritization:

Species Distributions

Habitat Classifications

Ecological Processes

Ecosystem Models

(Lourie & Vincent 2004)



BOTTOM UP:  Socio-Political Support 

Provide Tools / Data to address points listed above

Ability to interface with local users and communities

Local Traditional Ecological Knowledge

(Charles & Wilson 2008)



Biogeography: Nested Hierachy

(Lourie & Vincent 2004)



Phases of Priority Setting for Biodiversity 

Collation of data (ecological/biophysical/socio-economic)

Bioregionalisation Map

Development of priority and  planning principles

Engagement of public participation (call for public input) 

Periodically Revise Management Plan 



Bioregionalisation 
Mapping

Critical to identify 
“ecologically” distinct 
regions, supporting distinct 
communities, and physical / 
biological structures

- Depth Domains 
- Physiographic Features 
- Fronts, Water Masses
-Transition Zones



Main factors for GBRMP Rezoning Success

The successful outcome relied heavily on:

Using best available science knowledge

High level of public participation; and

Socio-political support and enforcement 

(regional and national government)



A “Middle of the road” Perspective  
Where Top-Down Meets Bottom-Up

Lessons from Recent European Experience 
with Marine Spatial Planning

Fanny DOUVERE

Charles N. EHLER

UNESCO

Man and the Biosphere Programme and

Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission

Paris, France



Alternative to Frontier Use: 

Spatial Management

A place-based ecosystem management system that reduces 
conflict, uncertainty and costs by separating incompatible  

uses and specifying how particular areas may be used.

In other words, it seeks win-win outcomes.



A Simple Spatial Management System

• No-go zones so sensitive that humans (except 
permitted researchers) are prohibited

• Marine reserves that protect biodiversity by 
prohibit all extractive and other harmful uses

• Limited impact zones that surround or adjoin
no-go and marine reserve zones and allow 
extractive uses that do not degrade habitats

• General use zones that allow a wide range of 
activities (probably a plurality of the area)



MSP in a Broader Management Context

(Douvere 2009)



Mapping Activities and Assessing Interactions

Conflicts Positive Effects

(Douvere 2009)



• Recognize heterogeneity

• Use best available science

• Acknowledge existing obligations and 
rights (cultural, property)

• Make planning comprehensive, open, 
inclusive and accountable

• Educate the public, engage participation

Basic Principles of Spatial 
Management



DEFINING THE MANAGEMENT UNIT



MARINE SPATIAL PLANNING IN 

BELGIUM

MASTER PLAN,  2004

PHASE 1: 

- Zones for Sand and Gravel

- Zones for Offshore Wind Energy

PHASE 2:

- Bird Directive Zones

- Habitat Directive zones



MARINE SPATIAL PLANING IN

THE NETHERLANDS

INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT

PLAN, 2005-2015

- Economic effective use of 

marine resources

- MSP key tool for achieving

this objective



BENEFITS

 Significant Reduction of 
Conflicts among Users

 Maximum Benefits from Sea 
Use by Encouraging Activities 
to Take Place Where They 
Bring Most Value and Do Not 
Devalue Other Activities 

 Nature Conservation through 
Marine Protected Areas

 Reduced Costs of Regulation, 
Planning, and Management

CURRENT GAPS

 Need for Comprehensive Legal 
Framework

 Need to Link Integrated Coastal 
Management, Water Resource 
Management, and Sea Use 
Management

 Need for Continuity: Regional 
International Cooperation

 Need for Stakeholder Participation

Overall Lessons From European Experience 
With marine Spatial Planning 



1. Don’t wait for ‘perfect science’ or you will never start.

2. Robust regionalisation as basis for spatial planning.

3. Clear and transparent operating principles is critical.

4. The operating principles are based on the best 
available advice, but can always be improved.

Lessons learned about the role of science



Lessons learned about political support

1. The boundaries between science and policy are 
constantly being renegotiated in political process.

2. It may be necessary to concede one or more 
particular aspects to achieve the overall outcome.

3. The more that legislators and politicians are 
involved (aware of planning process), and the 
greater the community ‘buy-in’ to final outcome, 
the more supportive the politicians will be.



Space: The Final Frontier



MPA Simulation Exercise

http://www.noaa.gov/
http://www.nsf.gov/


Modelling Exercise – Baseline

Run one simulation for each species at a time, using the 
default settings and NO reserves.

For each simulation, report the trends in species abundance, 
yellow port total profits and blue total profits as either: 
increase, decrease, remain stable.  Illustrate each pattern, 
by pasting the corresponding output figure below each of 
your answers.

Species: Grouper (+1/2 point)

Population size:

Yellow port total profits:

Blue port total profits:



Modelling Exercise – Baseline

Select Species 

and Save text   

files and images



Modelling Exercise – Baseline

 Output by Species:  Grouper, Conch, Lobster

(+1/2 point) After 1 
Year

After 5 
Years

After 10 
Years

After 15 
Years

After 20 
Years

Grouper

Yellow Boats
Yellow Total 
profits
Blue Boats
Blue Total 
profits



Modelling Exercise – Baseline

Species: Grouper Abundance



Modelling Exercise – Baseline
Grouper Fishing Profits



Modelling Exercise – Baseline

Species: Conch Abundance



Modelling Exercise – Baseline

Conch Fishing Profits



Modelling Exercise – Baseline

Lobster Abundance



Modelling Exercise – Baseline
Lobster Fishing Profits



Modelling Exercise – Baseline

Briefly explain whether / how stochastic variability is                 

accounted for in this model.

Stochasticity is apparent in the model by the varying outcomes 

when the same run is repeated using the same parameter set.  

Stochasticity is achieved in two ways: 

(i) using a searching behavior of the predators (the fishing 

boats) based on probabilities 

and 

(ii) using dispersal rates (% of individuals that move from one 

cell to another per day) based on probabilities.  



Modelling Exercise – Baseline

Briefly explain whether / how stochastic variability is                 

accounted for in this model.

The logistic growth model applied to each cell does not 

incorporate environmental stochasticity, since the parameters 

K, and r (ln λ) are constant over time.  

Furthermore, demographic stochasticity is not accounted for 

either, since the probabilities of dying / surviving are not varying 

probabilistically (i.e., a fixed proportion of the individuals in a 

given cell are fished per unit time).



Modelling Exercise – Baseline

Briefly explain whether / how environmental variability is 

accounted for in this model.

While there is no temporal environmental variability (e.g., 

demographic rates do not change, there are no catastrophic 

events), the model includes spatial environmental variability. 

This spatial variability is apparent in the heterogeneous 

landscape, with cells having different habitats and suitabilities.

The area is divided in cells (apparent when “suitability” is 

chosen for “base image of display”) with different types of 

habitats (coral reefs, seagrass beds, silt, mangroves) and 

unclassified cells (land or deep water).  



Modelling Exercise – Baseline

Briefly explain whether / how environmental variability is 

accounted for in this model.

Lobsters and groupers prefer coral reefs (i.e., these habitat 

cells harbor more individuals) and conchs prefer seagrass 

(i.e., these habitat cells harbor more individuals).

To add complexity to the model, these two general habitat 

categories are divided in more specific subcategories (e.g. 

coral reefs = dead coral and Microdictyon, Montastraea reef; 

sea grass = sparse, dense) for a total of 16 habitat types.   

The species-specific use of these habitats is based on 

references published in the scientific literature, and codified 

using the habitat’s “suitability”. 



Modelling Exercise – Baseline

Briefly explain whether / how environmental variability is 

accounted for in this model.

Mathematically the species-specific preference for each of 

these habitats is reflected in the “suitability” parameter, which 

ranges from 0 for unsuitable habitat (no individuals of species 

can live in that cell) to 1 for most suitable habitat (highest 

number of individuals for species can live in that cell). 

The suitability is multiplied by the fixed K (carrying capacity in 

any given cell) and thus modifies the maximum possible 

number of individuals in any given cell. 

Namely, cells with 0 suitability contain no individuals, regardless 

of the carrying capacity. 



Modelling Exercise – Baseline
Nearshore waters 

divided into 

different habitats 

(apparent when 

“classes” chosen 

as the “base 

image of display”).

NOTE:

Unclassified cells 

(in black) are land 

or deep water.  



Modelling Exercise – Baseline

Different species 

have different 

distributions 

and habitat 

preferences

(apparent when 

“suitability” chosen 

as the “base image 

of display”)

Grouper

Lobster

Conch



Modelling Exercise – Baseline
Does fish population growth account for carrying capacity?  

Explain how this is done.

Yes it does.  The model treats every cell (x) individually due to 

the spatial variation in habitat suitability. Therefore, the total 

population size at time t is calculated as Σpt(x) where pt(x) is 

the population size for cell x at time t (Nt = Σ pt(x)). 

The logistic growth for cell x is shown by the formula: 

gx(p) = -μ + r (1 – p / K*H(x))

The content of the parenthesis is equivalent to (1 – N/K) for 

the logistic models explored in class. Here, however carrying 

capacity is K*H(x), since it varies spatially, with H(x) being the 

cell-specific suitability and ranging from 0 to 1, and K being 

the carrying capacity for the best suitable habitat. 



Modelling Exercise – Baseline

Does fish population growth account for carrying capacity?  

Explain how this is done.

The logistic growth for cell x is shown by the formula:                       

gx(p) = -μ + r (1 – p / K*H(x))

Despite intrinsic growth, which is density-dependent in logistic 

models, some density-independent natural mortality is 

subtracted from the growth (designated by the letter μ).

μ is calculated as 1 / lifespan.

Therefore when p = K*H(x) => gx(K*H(x)) = -μ, showing a 

slight decrease and no equilibrium, as we have seen in our 

previous models (i.e., g(K*H(x)) = 0).   



Modelling Exercise – Baseline
Do fishing boats search randomly?  Explain how their searching

behavior is modelled.

Randomness implies that each no-reserve cell has the same 

probability of being visited by a boat in any given day. 

This is not the case for this model, since the search pattern of 

the fishing boats follows a certain pattern, depending on the 

profits they can derive in one day from any given cell x.  

The profitability is used to calculate a set of probabilities.

Some cells are more likely to be visited than others according 

to their profitability (conditional probabilities). 

This search behavior allows for partial randomness since every 

non-reserve cell has a chance of being visited in any given day.  



Modelling Exercise – Baseline

The search pattern is as follows: 

For a given port (yellow or blue), if a boat’s profit in one day 

from cell x is either negative (money loss) or less than 1/3 of 

the average profit from the other boats from that port, then the 

next day this boat will visit a random cell.

To add a low chance of random behavior, the boats might 

also change the cell they visit independent of profit with a 

probability of 0.03.

If however the profit is higher than 1/3 of the average, then the 

boat visits the same cell x in the next day or one of the 

adjacent non-reserve cells with the intent of maximizing profit 

(choice not random, the other visited cell has high profit). 



Modelling Exercise – Baseline

The profit(x) is a function of the price of the species ($/kg), 

average weight (kg), travel costs ($/km) and daily boat cost ($). 

That means that the profit for a boat can be higher if it chooses 

an adjacent cell with moderate catch over a distant cell with 

higher catch, due to high travel costs as it goes from cell 1 to 2. 

If profit in any non-reserve cells x is positive, the boat chooses 

among these cells, with a probability proportional to the profits.

If profit in all non-reserve cells is negative, the boat chooses a 

cell x with a probability proportional to the exponential profit 

(eprofit(x) > 0).



Modelling Exercise – Baseline

The total number of boats from each port is controlled during 

the simulation to prevent a large loss of money due to negative 

profits and overfishing the population. 

Each port has a maximum number of boats, set by the user.               

If during the simulation (at time t) at least two boats are fishing 

and neither is making a profit in that day, then one is removed 

from the simulation. 

However, if the boats are below the maximum, 1 boat is added 

when all the boats have at least 50 $/day for at least 30 days. 

This way fishing effort is variable during the experiment. 

The adjustment of the fishing effort of a port in this model  

allows for maximization and perpetuation of potential profit, and 

prevents overfishing and depletion of the target  population.                            



Modelling Exercise – Proposal (Due 4/9) 

Goal: Devise and test ecologically-meaningful
experiment using the MPA simulation:
(RZ Text, Chapters 14, 15, 16, 17)

The key aspects of this exercise are that: 

(i) you design a “clean experiment” (change only 1 factor at  
a time, controlling for any other influencing aspects); 

(ii) you clearly state your criteria for assessing the outcome 
of the experiment (e.g., effectiveness of  management); 

and (iii) you compare your results with a baseline and 
determine if there was an effect (Hint: I can provide 
statistical help – the reason for this proposal step). 



MPA Goals and Objectives
Advantages                            Limitations

Increase size / age classes 

-> higher fecundity

Serve as a safety net  

-> insurance for mis-management 

Increase yields outside MPA 

-> spillover

Baseline  for research / monitoring

Protect Biodiversity 

> multi-species and processes

Mitigate habitat degradation 

-> (e.g., trawling impacts)

Protects species hard to monitor 

-> (e.g., umbrella effect)

Shifts effort -> unintended impacts

Ineffective for wide-ranging effects 

(e.g., climate / disasters)

Hard to get it right -> % protection 

(steep learning curve; diverse settings)

Polarized public opinion -> hard to 

manage and police, false sense of 

security (paper park syndrome)

Time-lags (effects) inhibit real-time 

assessment and management

Productivity / Carrying capacity trade-

offs may limit spill-over benefits

Connectivity:  hard to design networks



MPA Goals and Objectives

Management Goal:

The goal of this MPA network is to:



MPA Goals and Objectives

Conceptual Objectives:

Ocean Health:

Sustainability:

Lifelihoods: 



MPA Goals and Objectives

Operational Objectives & Indicators:

THRESHOLD: (MUST MEET REFERENCE POINT)

% virgin biomass: proportion of starting abundance 

(species-specific):  50%  (CV < 100%)

Total Profits:  continuous variable 

(the more the better)



MPA Goals and Objectives

Indicators & Reference Points:

Time Steps:  Fixed by baseline: 1,5,10,15,20

Relative to Baseline (no MPAs) 

• Profit Reference:  Higher than Baseline

• Biomass Reference:  Higher than Baseline

Absolute: 

• Number fish in MPAs

• % of Virgin Biomass 



Trends in Stocks

How about total fish biomass (over time) ? 

How about fish biomass in / out of reserves ?  



MPA Modelling Exercise 

GOAL AND OBJECTIVES:

TARGETS – for each objective:  Binary / Incremental

MONITORING – for each target:  Reference Points

CONTROLS (BASELINE) – statistical tests 

Trends in StocksTrends in Fisheries

How about maximum number of fishers ?

How about equality across both towns ?  



Example of MPA Modelling Experiment

Existence / Lack of MPAs:  

You will create MPAs in your simulations, and will 

compare the results against the NO-MPA baseline

Different protection targets:  

10% and 20% of all the available cells

MPA design (SLOSS dilemma):  

2 MPAs of 5% vs 1 MPA of 10% of available cells

2 MPAs of 10% vs 1 MPA of 20% of available cells


